This NHS?

Does the NHS best serve the interests of patients and staff? If not, does service organisation and funding need to be reimagined?
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Gary Rolfe is the author of various books and papers on a diverse range of topics including: reflective practice, action research, nursing philosophy, education and scholarship.

Despite almost continuous ‘reform’ the NHS has, since its inception, remained wedded to a primarily socialised model of healthcare organisation and funding. This model has advantages. It is also very popular. However, every system comes with problems and – perhaps – these problems are now so overt and apparently intractable that alternative methods of state and/or non-state organisation/funding demand consideration?

This seminar explores whether the NHS that we have, is the NHS that we want. That is, we ask, do current methods of organisation and funding best serve the interests of patients and staff?

This seminar is free of charge
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